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THE SKELETON'S STORY

BY JEFFREY BEATY

“You will be a subject of discussion a thousand years after your death.” 

The crone’s words, as she gazed at the bottom of the cup I had just drank, surprised and 

excited my childhood imagination. Her long finger traced the pattern of tea leaves, working from

the edges toward the center. 

“You shall be a scholar at the side of great men.” My grin grew, if that were possible.

“Nameless you will record the words and deeds of others.” My grin began to slip. 

“You shall leave the nook of the thicket, for the meadow of the bull.” Sounded like a load 

of bull to me.

“You shall leave Collooney and travel to the ends of Ireland.” This was more like it. 

“From the ends of Ireland you will return to be buried a second time.” What now?! 

“As spectator to the death of thousands you shall die unable to protect a single old man.” 

The remnants of my grin collapsed. 

“You shall die at the feet of a foreigner. At the feet of a foreign tree you will rise again.” 

She glanced up from the cup and grinned. “To be tossed in a bin.”

My long-lost grin was an angry scowl at this point. I stormed out of the hovel, but not 

without leaving the hen I had promised. It wasn’t smart, even as the son of the local lord, to get 

on the bad side of the resident wise woman. 

Thinking her more crazed than wise, I soon forgot her contradictory words.
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Oh, if only I could tell you now; tell you my name, my story, and that every word she said 

was true.

I’d tell you how I left Callooney, “the nook of the thicket” to study at St. Patrick’s 

monastery at Armagh. How I was tasked by the abbot to serve King Brian Boru as his secretary 

and intermediary with the church. I’d tell you how my hand drafted the treaties and documents 

that in 1011 made the elderly King Brian the first High King of Ireland. All Ireland’s many king’s 

bowed to his authority and there was peace. For about a year.

And I’d tell you how, on Good Friday of 1014, I stood by Brian’s side on a high hill over-

looking Clontarf, “the meadow of the bull”. Nearly 14,000 men faced each other in this coastal 

meadow just north of the Norse settlement of Dublin. Over 70 years old, King Brian still insisted 

on being on the field. We watched and prayed from his tent as his sons and allies met the rebel 

Irish and their allies of Norse settlers and Viking mercenaries. 

While closely matched, Brian’s kilted and speared army had a slight advantage in numbers.

The opposing force was predominantly vikings with superior mail armor but whose swords did 

not have the reach of the Irish spears. As the sun set the battle was still raging with both sides 

having lost over half their strength. A break in the rebel lines occurred, as it had many times to 

both sides. But this time it caused an all out rout. The enemy ran for their ships and for Dublin 

on the other side of the river. But the tide had come in cutting off both avenues of escape. Rebel

Irish and Norse vikings were struck down nearly to the man.

One of the vikings chose to go down fighting. He turned back and rushed across the 

corpse-littered field, dodging those who tried to bring him down. He charged up the hill and was

at the entrance to our tent before we could react. I tried to tackle the man as Brian drew his 

sword. The viking bellowed and killed the king and I with a single powerful swing of his sword. 

My last sight was the viking being brought down by his pursuers as he continued to hack at our 

bodies.

Yet somehow that last sight was not the last thing I “saw”. My body was taken to Armagh 

and laid near the king. Eventually my father had my remains brought to Collooney to be buried 

on our own lands. Eight hundred years later, a farmer building a hedge to mark his property,  

planted a tree over my hidden body. It was an English Beech tree, foreign to Ireland.

And so in 2015, a thousand years after my death, this tree blew down. My skeleton was 

exposed, sitting up in the roots of the fallen tree. I was a news item, nameless bones to be 

discussed on the nightly news; to be studied, cataloged, and laid in a drawer. 

If only I could tell you my story.


